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Abstrae!
Let A be ao associative k-algebra with involution, where k is a cornmutative ring of
characteristic not equal to two. Then the dihedral groups act on the Hochschild complex
and, following Loday, a new homological theory, called dihedral homology, can be defined
generalizing the notion of cydic homology defined by Connes. Here we give a model
to compute dihedral homology of a commutative algebra over a characteristic zeco field.
As. for an involutive algebra, we have a decomposition of Hochschild homology into
a direct sum of two k-modules: Z,-equivariant
and skew Z,-equivariant
Hochschild
homologies. we give smoothness eriteria in terms of vanishing of some Z2-equivariant
Hochschild homology gcoups.
/99/ Marh. Sub}. C/ass.: 14B05, 14F40, 16E40, 18G60

O. Inlroduclion

Lel k be a unilal commutalive ring, where 2 is inverlible, and lel A be an associative
k-algebra with involution. We recall, [5,14], Ihat the detinition of cyclic homology
uses explicilly Ihe action of the cyclic group ll./nll. over the Hochschild complex.
If A is involutive, an action of Ihe dihedral groups D. on the Hochschild eomplex
can be detined as in [14], and il gives Iwo new homologicallheories ealled dihedral
homology and skew dihedral homology, see aIso [6] and [15].
The Hoehsehild homology of an involulive algebra deeomposes inlO Iwo parts
(Z,-equivarianl and skew lz-equivarianl Hochsehild homologies), and Ihe Connes'
long exael sequence splils inlo Iwo long exael sequenees relating dihedral homology,
skew dihedral homology, ll.requivarianl and skew ll.requivariant Hoehsehild
homologies.
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2.1. Lel (A, dA) be a commulalive

involulion

differenlial

w. Then Ihere exisls a free commulalive

graded algebra endowed wilh an

differenrial

graded algebra (A V, a)

and a morphism p:(A V,O) --+ (A,dA) inducing an isomorphism in homology such Ihal
(1) V = EB"N V., on each V.,lhere exisls an involulion w, which induces a morphism
of commulalive differenlial graded algebras,
(2) pw = wp.
Such an algebra

(A V, a) is called an equivarianr

model oC (A, dA)'

Remark. Let A be an involutive commutative algebra oC finite type, then A is
isomorphic to k[x" ... ,xp]/l, where the involution w oCA is the image oC w' on
k[x"oo. ,xp] satisCying W'(Xi)= :t Xi Cor all i, and I contains w'(l). So we can
construct an equivariant model oCA, (A V, a), with Vo =EBl ~¡ ~pkx¡ and dim V. < 00,
Corall n.
Proposition III. 2.9 oC[8] can be transposed in this contex!:
Proposition

2.2. Lel f:(A, dA) --+(B, dB) be an equivarianl

mulalive differenlial

morphism

of involulive

com-

graded algebras over a field. If f. is an isomorphism from H. (A, dA)

lo H .(B, dB), Ihen f induces isomorphisms belween Z,-equivarianl
equivarianl) Hochschild homology and dihedral homology.

(resp. skew

Z2-

From now on, we will assume that k is a field oCcharacteristic zero, and using
Proposition 2.2, we will work with the equivariant model (AV,o).
In the appendix oC[12], we define the module oCdifferential CormsQl oCa commutative graded algebra (A, a), extending the classical definition, so that Q' is an
(A,o)-differential module with a differential 1)satisCyingda + i)d = O.
If(A, a) is endowed with an involution w, we define an involution still denoted w on
Q 1 satisCyingwd + dw = O,wl)= I)w.
By definition, (Q ~A.,,),1) is the (A, o)-commutative differential graded algebra on Q 1.
So the Cormula:
w.(ao1\ dal1\

... 1\da.) = (- Irw(ao)dw(a¡}1\... I\dw(a.)

defines an involution w on (Q~A.,),1) which is a morphism oCcommutative differential
graded algebras satisCyingwd + dw = O.
If (A,o) = (AV,o), the algebra (Q/Av.o¡, oC differential Corms has the Corm
(AV<í9AP,I) with P = dV, and I)d + da = o.
Now, we recall the main result oC[3] (Theorem 2.4).
Proposition 2.3 (Burghelea and Vigué-Poirrier [3]). The map

fJp.._p:
C

p(AV,o)

--+(QrAV.O¡).

defined by
fJ.(ao<í9'"

<í9ap) = [(-I),,(Q)]/p!'(aol\da,1\

.oo I\da.),
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where ao EAV,a, EAV/k if i ~ 1, ep(a) = lad + la,l + ... satisfies
(1)

Oob

= 0,000 = JoO, OoB = doO;

(2) O induces isomorphisms: HH.(AV,o) ~ H.(O*, J) for all n ~ O and HC.(AV, o)
~ HC.(O*,o,J), where HC*(O*,o,J) is the total homology ofthe bicomplex
1

... --

(0*). ~

(0*)'-1

ó1

1ó

-- (0*)'-1
~

(0*)'-2

Lemma 2.4. The following diagram commutes

Cp(AV,o)

u1
Cp(AV,o)

-- 8,

QrAV.C)

-- 8,

QAV.i!)

1 w,

Proof. Leftto the reader.
We have a decomposition O!':tv.aJ= (O*)+Ej;)(O*)- where (0*)+

and (0*)- = {x/w(x) = -x}.
From Proposition 2.3and Lemma2.4,we havedirectly:

= {x/w(x) = x}

Theorem 2.5. We have explicit isomorphisms, induced by O,for each n ~ O.
HH;(A) ~ HH;(AV,

o) ~ H.((O*)+,J) = EB,H~)((O*)+,J)

whereHD.(A) ~ HD.(AV, o) ~ HC.((O*)+,J,d)

=EB,HC~')((O*)+,J,d),

H~)((O*)+,J) = H*((O*)+ n(O',J»
HC~)((O*)+,J,d) is the total homology ofthe bicomplex
1

... --

(0:)+ ~
ó1

-- (0:-.)+
~

(0:-1)1ó

(O::D-
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= «U; ,...,Kerd)/d(U;) and
= «U; ,...,Kerd)/d«U:¡

for all n > O,

we have a similar result to Theorem 2.1 of [3]
Tbeorem 2.6. The map <p:U;Ef¡U;-z Ef¡... -+(U;+,,...,d(U;),J)
defined by
<p(e.,e.-z ... ) = (- l)"de. for c.-u EU.-Zh is a morphism of eomplexes and induces an
isomorphism between HD.(AV,iJ) = HD.(AV,iJ)/HD.(k) and H.+,(U;,...,d(U;),J).
Analogously, we have an isomorphism between HSD.(AV,iJ) = HSD.(AV,iJ)/HSD.(k)
and H.+,(U;,...,d(U;),J).
The famous Hochschild-Kostant-Rosenberg
theorem imp1ies that if A is smooth,
then the Z,-equivariant Hochschild homology groups HH; (A) are zero for n suffio
ciently large.
For graded algebras, we can prove a converse of this result, using the theory
developed in the present paragraph. This is, in fact, the proof of a refinement of
a conjecture by Rodicio [16].
Tbeorem 2.7. Let A be a graded algebra over a eharaeteristie zero jield, and w an
involution on A.lfthere exists three integers i,j, k sueh that i - j,j - k and i - k are not
divisible by 4, and
HHt(A) = HHt(A)
then A is a polynomial

= HHt(A) = O

algebra.

Proof. The proof relies on Theorem 2.6 and the existence of a minimal model for
a graded algebra. Then, we proceed as in the proofs of theorems 1 and 2 of [18]. Ir A is
not a polynomial algebra, we write A = k[x"... ,xm]/l, with 1 i' O,and we consider
the elernents Zm+Z. = (dx,... dxm)(dy)", and their images by the involution w. Since
A is graded, we have short exact sequences:
O-+HSD._,(A,dA)
O-+HD._,(A,dA)

-+HH;(A,dA)

-+HD.(A,dA)-+O

-+HH;;(A,dA) -+HSD.(A,dA)-+O

The elernents Zm+Z.define nonzero classes in HDm+z.-t or HSDm+z._" depending
on the actions of w. This allows us to determine when the groups HH;(A) are not
zero.
Remark. In [18], it is pro ven that if A is not a polynomial algebra, then HC.(A) i' O
for infinitely rnany n. Here we cannot prove the same result for dihedral homology or
skew dihedral hornology, but instead, it is valid for Z,-equivariant Hochschild
homology.
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Applications

Let A be a commutative algebra. One of the most important properties of Hochschild homology, specially for geometrical applications, is that it is well-behaved with
respect to localization. Explicitly, ir s is a multiplicatively c10sed subset of A, and
As = S- 'A. then by a result of Brylinski [2]
HH.(As)

= HH.(A)0AAs

If A is provided with an involutionw, and A + is the subalgebraof the elementsof
A fixedby w. then HH: (A) is no more an A-algebrabut an A +-algebra.
Let S be a multiplicatively c10sed subset of A. stable by the involution (i.e. w(S) is
inc1uded in S), and let S+ = {se S/w(s) = s}.
Then I e S+. and S+ is also a multiplicatively c10sed subset of A.
If a,a'eA,s,s'eS,
then a/s = a'/s' in As if and only if 31eS such that
I.(as' - a's') = O. In this case, w(a)/w(s) = w(a')/w(s') in As.
So. the formula w(a/s) = w(a)/w(s) makes sense and defines an involution on As.
Lemma 3.1. The inc/usion i:As+ -+ As; i(a/s)

= a/s

is an isomorphism

of algebras, suc/,

Ihalwi = iw.
Proof. It is c1ear that i is a morphism of algebras which is injective.
It is alsosurjectivebecauseif a/se As. then a/s = a.w(s)/s.w(s)in As, and s.w(s)e S+.
As a consequence of this lemma. from now on we can suppose S

= S+.

Consider now an A-bimodule M, which is A + -symmetric (i.e. rm = mr, for
re A +,m e M), provided with an involution WM compatible with w.
More explicitly, WM is k-linear, w¡' = id,,, and if a,b e A,m e M, then
w..,(a.m.b) = W(b)'wM(m)'w(a). We denote by M+ = {meM/wM(m)= m}.
As in the previous sections, the Hochschild complex C.(A, M) can be decomposed
into C;(A,M) and C;(A,M). whose homologies are. respectively. H;(A,M) and
H;(A,M) [14].
H.(A. M). (resp. H; (A, M)) has a natural structure ofsymmetric A-bimodule (resp.

A + -bimodule).
If S is a multiplicatively c10sed subset of A, suppose S = S+, and define
Ms = A;0A,M0A,A;.
Remark. (M+)s;;;;(Ms)+ as A; -bimodule.
Theorem 3.2. In Ihe above conditions,
H;(As. Ms);;;;[H;(A. M)Js

(and analogously for H-)

Proof. First observe that the functor X -+ X + from the category of syrnmetric Abimodules to the category of A + -bimodules is well-defined and exact.
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Also, lel 'Io:[Ho(A,M)Js -+Ho(As,Ms) be Ihe nalural isomorphism induced by
j:M/[A,M]
-+ Ms/[As, Ms]; l(m) = cl(l@rn@I).
By a Iheorem of Grolhendieck [9], as 'lo is an isomorphism and we also ha ve
nalural funClors 'lo: [Ho(A, M)Js -+ Ho(As, Ms) for n ~ 0, Ihen [H .(A, M)]s is isomorphic lo H.(As,Ms).
Also, 'lo commules with Ihe involution. So, [H; (A, M)]s ~ [(H.(A, M»+Js. By Ihe
previous remark, Ihis laSllerm is idenlical wilh ([H.(A,M)Js)+, and by Ihe resull of
Brylinski, Ihis equals [H. (As, Ms)r = H;(As,Ms).
Now, we apply Theorem 3.2 lo Ihe characlerizalion of smoolhness in lerms of Ihe
nullily of some Z2-equivarianl Hochschild homology groups.
In [16], Ihe aulhor conjeclures:
Let k be a jield of characteristic zero and let A be a k-algebra of jinite type. lf
HHo(A) = Ofor n sufficiently large, then A is a srnooth k-algebra.
In [4, 1], Ihe aulhors prove Ihe conjeclure, under Ihe less reslriclive assumplion Ihal
Ihere exisls Iwo Hochschild homology groups HH2' and HH2j+1 which vanish.
Here, we give a similar resull for involutive commulalive algebras.
Theorem 3.3. Let A = C[x" oo.,xm]/l be a reduced cornrnutativealgebra ofjinite type.
We assurne that A is the coordinate ring of an algebraic subset V containing the origin
and syrnrnetric by the origin (so, the involution w(x,) = - x, for all i, induces an
involution on A).
Then, ifV is not srnooth at the origin, there exists an integer p such that HH,+(A) #- O
for all i < p, and HH;+4o(A) #- Ofor all n eN.
Proof. We recalllhal an algebraic subsel V of Ihe affine space Am(C) is defined by Ihe
dala ofa family ofpolynomials (P')'EI' P,eC[x"oo. ,xm] and
V = {(a"... ,am) ecm/p,(a"oo.

,am) = O, for all ij.

Ir we denole by I(V) Ihe ideal generaled by Ihe polynomials Q such Ihal
Q(a"oo. ,am) = 0, for all (a"... ,am)e V, Ihen I(V) is equal to the radical oflhe ideal
,xm]/I(V) is called the coordina le
generated by Ihe family (P;}'e" Then A = C[x"
ring of V. From Ihe Nullslellensatz Iheorem, we have a one-Io-one correspondence
between reduced commulalive algebras of finite Iype and coordinale rings of algebraic
subsels.
'oo

Now consider an algebraic sel V conlaining Ihe origin O. Lel 11be Ihe cenlral
symmetry of cenler O in Am(C), we assume Ihat V conlains I1(V). We denole by w Ihe
algebra morphism on C[x"oo. ,xm] defined by w(x;) = -x, for all i. Ir I1(V) is
a subsel of V we can find generalors P" oo. ,P, of l( V) suchIhal w(Pj) = :t Pj, for all
je[l,oo.,r].
In Ihe following, A =C[x"oo.,xm]/I(V)
will be endowed wilh Ihe
image of Ihis involulion w. Lel !DI'= (x" oo.,xm) and !DI= !DI'/l. From Theorem 3.2,
we have HH;(A~,)
~ HH;(A)
@A,(A +)s" wilh S+ = {s eC[x,]
- !DI/w(s) = sj.
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So we work with the local ring A", endowed with the induced involution. Since
w(x;) = - X; for all i, the ideal ~' has a minimal set of generators on which W operates
as -Id. A classical argument [1], shows that we can write A", = Aa/}

with Ao a local

regular ring of maximal ideal 91, } is contained in 912and Aa has an involution
operates as -Id on a minimal
have Ao/91 ~ C.
Tate's construction

set of generators (f"

W that

... ,fp) of 91.Furthermore, we

[17], allows us to say that there exists a minimal

commutative

graded differential algebra (Aa 18>AV, aj, V =Ef). ~ IV., and a map from (Aa 18>AV, a)
onto Ao/} which induces an isomorphism in homology.
On Ihe other hand, since A is involutive, we can build this model such that each V. is
endowed with an involution

which is a morphism of commutative

algebras, extending the involution

differential graded

of Aa.

In [7, 19], it is proved that the Hochschild

homology

of Ao/}

is isomorphic

to the

homology of (Q~. 18>Q~v, b) with bd + da = O.
A similar argument to those of Section 2 shows that
HH;(A",)

= H.«Q~.

18>Q~v)+,b)

Then the proof is the same as in [1]; if A"" is not local regular, then } >FO, so we
have V, >FO, we can find an element y E V, such that w(y) = :!: y. Since w(fi)

= - fi

for all i, we have w(dfi) = dfi.
For

n E N,

we

put

2..+p

= (dl, ... dlp)(dy)2.,

then

w(2..+p)

= 2..+p,

so

2..+p E(Q~. 18>Q~v)+
We conclude as in [1].
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